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ABSTRACT
The problem is considered of determining the shape of an object embedded within a medium
from noisy tomographic projection measurements. In particular, the issue is addressed of
how accurately coarse features of object geometry-size, elongation and orientation-can
be characterized from noisy projection data. A Maximum Likelihood parameter estimation
formulation is used and estimation performance is analyzed by evaluation of the Cramer-
Rao lower bound on the error variances of the estimates. It is demonstrated that for
measurements available at all projection angles and at a given noise level (1) object size
and orientation are more accurately determined than is the degree of object elongation, and
(2) reliable orientation estimation requires a minimum degree of object elongation, and the
required degree of elongation is inversely related to the measurement signal-to-noise ratio
(SNR). Based on these observations an iterative algorithm is proposed for estimation of
object geometry and results illustrating algorithm performance are presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
The problem of reconstructing a multi-dimensional function from its projections arises in
a diversity of disciplines, typically in imaging applications. In these applications, one is
interested in determining a profile characterizing the interior of a medium (e.g., x-ray at-
tenuation coefficient) from integral or projection-type measurements obtained by external
probing of the medium.
One popular application is medical x-ray CAT scanning, where x-rays are directed along
a collection of straight lines lying in a plane intersecting the patient; the set of projection
measurements so obtained are used to reconstruct the x-ray attenuation profile within the
cross-section. Recently, a number of novel applications of similar reconstruction techniques
has been explored, for example mesoscale oceanographic thermal mapping, quality con-
trol nondestructive evaluation, geophysical tomography and "stop action" imaging of very
rapidly changing media [3,4,6-8]. In contrast to medical CAT scanning, many of these appli-
cations are characterized by measurement limitations due, for example, to limitations in the
number of measurement transducers, constraints on measurement time, or operational con-
straints limiting measurement view angle and/or SNR. These represent severe restrictions
when the goal is to produce high resolution, artifact-free cross-sectional imagery, for it is
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well known that when the projection measurements are limited or noisy, the reconstruction
inverse problem is ill-posed, having a numerically sensitive or noisy solution [9].
In a number of applications, particularly with limited measurement data, the ultimate goal
of the processing is far more modest than obtaining high resolution cross-sectional imagery.
More typically the objective involves quantitative and/or qualitative assessment of objects,
regions or boundaries within the cross-section, e.g., thermal regions in ocean mapping,
cracks and flaws in nondestructive material evaluation and certain anatomical features in
medical scanning [6,14,16]. The focus of this paper is on the processing of limited or noisy
tomographic projection data when the goals involve characterizing objects or regions in the
medium. We model the unknown medium as the superposition of a background medium and
one or more local variations in the medium corresponding to objects. Further, each object
is characterized by a small set of parameters corresponding, for example, to object location,
size, and boundary shape. This type of representation has previously been used to analyze
the problem of locating an object from tomographic measurements [10,11], where it was
shown that the accuracy of object localization is characterized by a threshold behavior-for
a given measurement geometry and measurement noise level, one can identify the smallest
size of object that can be reliably located.
In the present paper, that work is extended to the problem of determining, from noisy
projection measurements obtained by probing the exterior of a medium, the geometry of an
object embedded within the medium. One question to be addressed is how accurately object
geometry can be characterized from full-view data (projection measurements acquired from
views completely surrounding the object); the limited view angle case may be considered
in a similar way. To establish insight, attention is focused in this paper on three attributes
characterizing coarse object geometry, specifically size, elongation and orientation. These
object attributes are considered as unknown quantities which are estimated directly from
noisy tomographic data using Maximum Likelihood (ML) parameter estimation. The statis-
tical accuracy of these estimates is then characterized by evaluating the Cramer-Rao lower
bound (CRLB) on the estimate error variances.
Although the model under consideration is simple, it affords insight into the problem of
characterizing object geometry from tomographic data. For example, this analysis may be
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used to identify, for a given measurement geometry and noise level, the minimum degree
of object elongation required to achieve a specified accuracy in object orientation estima-
tion. This analysis also demonstrates that when all three attributes-size, elongation, and
orientation-are simultaneously unknown, size and orientation can be estimated substan-
tially more accurately than can the degree of elongation.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, notation is reviewed for both the tomo-
graphic reconstruction problem and for the object-based profile model described in [10,11].
In Section III the profile model from [10,11] is restricted to objects capturing the three
features of object geometry already mentioned-size, elongation and orientation. In Sec-
tion IV the problem is considered of ML estimation of the object geometry parameters and
expressions are obtained for the log likelihood and ambiguity functions which are used to
characterize estimation performance. In Section V the problem is specialized to the an-
alytically tractable case of Gaussian objects and estimation accuracy is assessed for the
individual problems of estimating size, elongation, and orientation. Section VI illustrates
the use of ambiguity functions in the evaluation of the robustness of the estimates of object
geometry parameters to modeling errors. The results of these analyses suggest a particular
structure for an iterative algorithm for object estimation. In Section VII we present this al-
gorithm and illustrate its performance characteristics. Conclusions are presented in Section
VIII.
II. BACKGROUND
We begin by reviewing the reconstruction of a two-dimensional (2D) function from its
projections. Let f(x) represent the value of the cross-sectional function (for example, x-ray
attenuation coefficient) at a point specified by the vector x = (l, x 2)'. The projection of
f(x) at angle 0 is a 1D function g(t, 0) as shown in Figure 1, which for given values of t and
0 is the integral
g(t, 0) = f(x)6(t - x'E)dxldx2 = 0f f(x)ds [Rfl(t, ) (1)
along the line
(t, 8) = {x: xl cos + x2 sinO = t} = {x :x'E = t} (2)
-(cos 0 sin0)' (3)
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(t, ) E S - {(t,) : -woo < t < oo, 0 < e < 7r} (4)
as shown in Figure 2. In (1), 6(t) is the Dirac delta function. The integral equation (1)
corresponds to the Radon transformation, which maps the 2D function f: R2 -- R into a
function on a half-cylinder g:S -- R; g(t, 6) is called the Radon transform of f(x), and is
also denoted by [Rfj(t, 0).
The convolution backprojection (CBP) inversion formula [12] is one solution to the integral
equation in (1); it assumes the availability of noise-free measurements at all (t, 6) values on
the half-cylinder S, and is given by
R(x) = r f g(t, O)v(t - x'E, )dtde = f q(x'0, )de [Bq](x) (5)
where the convolving kernel v(t, 0) is #-independent with a Fourier transform with respect
to t satisfying V (w) = I wo . The so-called backprojection operator (the integral with respect
to 6) maps the function q: S -* R into the 2D function f: R2 -, R; f(x) is called the
backprojection of q and is also denoted by [Bq](x).
In the object-based model from [10,11], the 2D cross-section f(x) is represented as the
superposition of a background and N objects,
N
f(x) = fb(x) + dk f(x-ck; k) (6)
k=l
Here, the kth object is located at the point ck and has contrast or density dk (f is normalized
so that f(O; 7k) is unity). The density fluctuations of the kth object are characterized by
the finite-dimensional vector of parameters 3k containing, for example, information about
the object boundary shape and interior density fluctuations. The problem of estimating the
object location ck from noisy projection measurements was considered previously [10,11].
In this paper, the problem of estimating the object geometry parameters Yk from noisy
projection data is considered. For simplicity, and in order to establish insight, it is assumed
that the background fb(x) is known (and without loss of generality taken to equal zero)
and that only a single object (N=1) is present at a known location cl. The single object
in the cross-section is considered to have unknown size, shape and orientation (i.e. -y is
unknown) and these parameters are estimated directly from noisy tomographic data. In
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Sections III-V, the parameterization of object size, shape and orientation is discussed, -and
the performance of ML estimation of the geometry parameters is evaluated. The effect of
errors in various modeling assumptions is a question of robustness, the analysis of which is
addressed in detail in [10] and illustrated in Section VI.
III. REPRESENTATION OF OBJECT SHAPE
There are various ways to characterize the boundary of an object. For example, if the
object is convex, its boundary can be parameterized by the coefficients in a series expansion
of its support function [13,16J; alternatively, an object boundary may be approximately
represented by a sequence of horizontally and vertically directed edge elements [2]. In
the present analysis, a parameterization is considered that captures in a simple way three
important features of object geometry-size, elongation and orientation. In particular, the
object under consideration is approximated as resulting from a simple circularly-symmetric
reference object by the application of a series of spatial deformations - magnification (size
attribute), stretching (elongation attribute) and rotation (orientation attribute).
More specifically, consider a circularly-symmetric reference object located at the origin; let it
be denoted1 by s(x), or since it is circular, by sp(r) in terms of the radial polar coordinate r.
The Radon transform of this object is independent of the projection angle 0 and is denoted
by gs(t). The energy in the Radon transform is denoted by
- f = g2(t,6 )dtdO = If g2(t)dt (7)
The object whose projections are measured is not necessarily circular; it is approximated
by the function d- f(x), where f(x) is an elongated object having elliptical contour lines.
A circle can be deformed into an ellipse by linear coordinate transformation, and similarly,
an appropriately chosen reference function s(x) can be deformed into the approximating
object f(x) by linear coordinate transformation, that is, f(x) = s(Ax) where A is a 2 x 2
matrix. For our purposes, we consider coordinate transformations that can be represented
as A = A 3A 2A 1, i.e. as the composite of up to three successive linear transformations:
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Isotropic scaling of the coordinate system by a size factor R,
Al = 0 R < R < oo (8)
Orthogonal stretching and compressing of the coordinate system to transform circular
contours into ellipses with eccentricity (ratio of major to minor axes lengths) equal to
A2 = 1 < A < Xo (9)
Rotation of the coordinate system by the orientation angle q$,
[ cosq sinq ] (10)[ -sin cos (10)2
As an example of these transformations, consider the reference function s(x) to be an
indicator or characteristic function on a unit-radius disk centered on the origin. Then d-
f (x; R, A, b), the object resulting from the composite of the three coordinate transformations
in (8-10), is a function that is zero everywhere except on an ellipse centered at the origin,
where it takes on the constant value d. Note that the reference function s(x), or sp(r)
in polar coordinates, is not restricted to being constant-valued; it may, for example, be a
Gaussian object, sp(r) = exp(-r 2).
Summarizing, the cross-section whose tomographic projections are measured is modeled as
containing the object d f(x; R, A, q), which is the result of linear coordinate transformation
(scaling, stretching, and rotation) of a specified circular object s(x). The focus of this
paper is to evaluate how accurately the parameters characterizing size R, eccentricity A,
and orientation b can be estimated from noisy tomographic data. A number of the results
obtained in the remainder of this paper are expressed in terms of 2D Fourier transforms of
objects, particularly objects resulting from the scaling, stretching and/or rotation coordinate
transformations in (8-10). For convenience, the relevant Fourier transform relationships [1]
are summarized in Tables I and II.
The object d. f(x; R, A, k) resulting from the coordinate transformations has a Radon trans-
form denoted by d * g(t, 0; R, A, 0). As shown in Appendix 1, the energy of this Radon
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transform may be written in terms of Cs, the Radon transform energy of the symmetric
reference object s(x), as
C(d, R, A) = d2 f g2(t, 0; R, A, )dtdO= d2R 3q(A)(, (11)
The Radon transform energy depends on object eccentricity as
q(A)= 2 f2 b)d (12)
where
h(A, ) - [Acos2 + A-1 sin2 p]1/2 (13)
Note that q(A) = q(A-1) and q(1) = 1; the Radon transform energy dependence on eccen-
tricity q(A) is plotted in Figure 3.
IV. ML PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Let the noisy projection measurements be given by
y(t, 0) = d . g(t, 0; R, A, a) + w(t, 8) (14)
where measurements are taken at all points on the half-cylinder S defined in (4); w(t, 6)
is a zero-mean white Gaussian noise process with spectral level No/2 [17]. The problem
of characterizing the object geometry from noisy tomographic measurements may now be
stated as: given noisy measurements of the Radon transform as shown in (14), estimate the
object density d, size R, eccentricity A, and orientation q. It should be noted that, with the
exception of the density factor d, these parameters enter the problem nonlinearly and lead
to a nonlinear estimation problem of small dimensionality. This is in contrast to full image
reconstruction, in which a linear estimation problem of high dimensionality is solved.
We consider now the problem of ML estimation of the three parameters R, A, and 4 that
characterize the object's size, elongation and angular orientation. ML estimates of these
parameters are the values that maximize the log likelihood function [17]
L (R, A, '; Y) 2d ff y(t, O)g(t, 6; R, A, q)dtdO
Nod2 oo
- , 1o 1| g2(t,0; R,XA, )dtdO (15)
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The log likelihood function is the sum of two terms, the first of which is the result of 2D
matched filtering of the measurements y(t, 9) with the Radon-space (i.e. (t, 0) coordinate
system) filtering template g(t, 9; R, A, b) and the second of which compensates for the energy
in the Radon-space matched filtering template.
In order to compare the estimated and actual parameter values, let Ra, Aa, qOa denote the
actual object parameters and g(t, 6; Ra, Aa, Ha) the Radon transform of the actual object.
The ambiguity function, or expected value of the log likelihood function, is given by
a(R, A, ;Ra,OAa, ) =No 2do fJ g(t, 6; Ra, Aa, qa)g(t, ; R, A,q)dtdO
No o 9 g2(t, ;R,XA, b)dtdO (16)
As shown in Appendix 2, the ambiguity function depends on object size R only through the
ratio R/Ra and depends on object orientation 4 only through the difference AOX& -- a.
It may be written as the product of an SNR measure and a normalized ambiguity function,
a(R, A, 0; Ra, Aa, Oa) = -a a*(R/Ra, A, Aa, AOb) (17)No
Here Ca is the energy in the Radon transform of the actual object, from (11)
Ca = d2 Ra3q(Aa) (18)
and the normalized ambiguity function is given by
a*(R/Ra, A, Aa, Aq) =
Q(a) R) 2 ' cSp (ph(a ))Sp (Rh(A, ,+ A)) dpd q(A) ( )
(19)
In this expression, q(-) is the Radon-space energy dependence on object eccentricity given
in (12), and Sp(r) is the Hankel transform of sp(r), i.e. a central section of the 2D Fourier
transform of s(x).
The ambiguity function plays a key role in performance evaluation for parameter estimation
problems. In particular, the CRLB computationally is obtained by evaluating the inverse of
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the second partial derivative of the ambiguity function at its peak. What this corresponds
to is a linearized error analysis assuming that the estimate is not far from the true parameter
value. For linear estimation problems the ambiguity function is quadratic and the CRLB in
fact yields the exact error variance. For nonlinear problems, such as those considered here,
the ambiguity function isn't quadratic and indeed does not fall off nearly as quickly away
from the peak. Thus there is typically an increased probability that the measurement noise
may cause the ML estimates to occur at a likelihood function peak situated far from the true
parameter values; in this case, the estimate has large error and is said to be anomalous. The
probability of obtaining an anomalous estimate may also be characterized from knowledge
of the ambiguity function [10,11,17]. In what follows we will display the ambiguity functions
and will focus our detailed analysis on the CRLB computation which is relevant in the case
of moderate to small noise levels.
The expressions developed thus far apply for an arbitrary choice of the circular reference
object sp(r). In the following section, the problem of ML geometry estimation is examined in
more detail for the analytically tractable case of Gaussian objects. Furthermore, to simplify
the interpretation and develop insight into the problem of estimating object geometry from
tomographic data, the three-parameter problem is considered as three separate subproblems
with one parameter unknown at a time. The object size estimation problem is considered
first in which the object is taken to be circular (A = Aa = 1 and /A=0). The eccentricity
estimation problem is then considered in which the size and orientation are taken to be
known (R = Ra and AO=0). Finally, the orientation estimation problem is considered in
which object size and eccentricity are assumed to be known (R = Ra and A = Aa).
V. GAUSSIAN OBJECT
The log likelihood and ambiguity functions presented in the previous section are evaluated
in this section for the case of Gaussian objects (see [10] for some extensions to more general
objects). Begin with the circular Gaussian reference object
sg(r) = exp(-r2 ) (20)
The Hankel transform of sg(r) is
Sg(p) = ' exp(- r2 p 2 ) (21)
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and the energy in the Radon transform of sg(r) is
= / r/2 2 (22)
By substituting (21) and (22) into (19), and noting that
e-aPdp= a (23)
an expression is obtained for the Gaussian object normalized ambiguity function
a*(R/Ra, A, Aa, A) =
2\(X R) j 2 [! 7i {h2(Aa, i) + (R/Ra)2h 2 (A, , + AO)} /2 d] (Xa) (R)
(24)
Size Estimation
Consider first the problem of using noisy full-view projection measurements to estimate
the size of a Gaussian object that results from isotropic coordinate scaling (the coordinate
transformation Al in (8)) of the circular Gaussian reference object. The size estimation
ambiguity function for this case is given by
a(R,Ra)= ( ) a*(R/Ra) (25)
where Ca is the actual object Radon transform energy d2R,3sg and a*(R/Ra) is the special
case of the normalized ambiguity function in (24) when A = Aa = 1 and AOb = 0. The
normalized ambiguity function is plotted in Figure 4 along with the normalized ambiguity
function for the case of a disk object (everywhere zero except on a disk of radius Ra, where
it takes on a constant value). The close resemblance of these two curves indicates that
the ambiguity function for object size estimation is not sensitive to the detailed density
variations within the object boundary. Furthermore, these two ambiguity functions attain
their maximum value at the true size R = Ra and decrease monotonically and relatively
rapidly away from this point. Qualitatively, this suggests good estimation performance,
since the peak will not shift significantly with the addition of a small amount of noise.
The CRLB on the size estimate error variance is obtained by evaluating the second partial
derivative of the ambiguity function with respect to the parameter R at R = Ra. The
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normalized CRLB on the size estimate error variance is derived in Appendix 3 and is given
by ( > 2 No (26)
- 11 Ca
This bound on the relative error in the size estimate is simply a constant divided by the
SNR. From (18), the Radon space signal energy varies as d2R3 , so two objects with different
sizes but the same value of d2R3 are characterized by the same relative error variance of
the size estimate. Since signal energy depends on the third power of size R, relative size
estimation error variance decreases very rapidly with object size.
Eccentricity Estimation
Consider now the problem of estimating the eccentricity of a Gaussian object, assuming
that all other details such as location, size and orientation are known a priori. For a
circular Gaussian object of known size Ra which is elongated by undergoing the coordinate
transformation in (9) with an unknown eccentricity factor Aa, the eccentricity estimation
ambiguity function is
a( Aa) = a a*(A, Aa) (27)
Here Ca is the actual object Radon transform energy d2R3q(Aa)Cg and a*(A, Aa) is the special
case of the normalized ambiguity function in (24) where Ra = R and AO = 0, which can
be reduced to the expression
a*(A, a) = 2\/ AA q(A) (28)
A + A 4 q(Aa) q(Aa)
Figure 5 is a plot of this expression when the actual object eccentricity Aa is equal to 4. The
peak of the ambiguity function occurs at the true parameter value, however, the function
does not decrease rapidly away from the true value. Indeed the value of the ambiguity
function is within 30% of the peak over a large range of eccentricities. This suggests that
accurate estimation of object eccentricity requires a high measurement SNR, even when
all other parameters are known perfectly. Also, the slow rate of decrease of the ambiguity
function for large eccentricities is indicative of the difficulty in distinguishing the shapes of
highly eccentric objects.
The CRLB on the error variance of the eccentricity estimate is obtained by evaluating the
second derivative of the ambiguity function with respect to A at A = Aa; the normalized
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CRLB is given by
(crA: 2 8No 2 /fr/ 2 [ 2 h-1
Aa 3d2 R, r U A2
4 No 4 No
-q(>A)- 4 No Aa E [1,20] (29)3 Ca 3d2 Ra g
where the last line is obtained by numerical evaluation [10]. The lower bound on the relative
error variance in the eccentricity estimate is essentially a constant times q(Aa) divided by
the SNR. For a fixed noise level No, all objects with the same value of d2 Ra3 have the same
normalized eccentricity estimate error variance, regardless of their eccentricity, i.e. relative
eccentricity error variance does not decrease as the object becomes more eccentric.
Orientation Estimation
Consider finally the problem of estimating the angular orientation of an elongated Gaussian
object from noisy full-view projection measurements. For a circular Gaussian object of
known size Ra which undergoes the eccentricity coordinate transformation in (9) with a
known eccentricity factor Aa, and then undergoes the rotation coordinate transformation in
(10) with an unknown rotation angle 4, the orientation estimation ambiguity function is
sa(A\) = Ca a*(AO) (30)
Here Ca is the q-independent actual object Radon transform energy d2Raq(Aa)Cg, and
a* (AO) is the special case of the normalized ambiguity function in (24) where R = Ra and
A = Aa. Note that a* (AO) is symmetric in AOb (because the eccentric object is centrally-
symmetric or balanced) and a*(A4b, Aa) = a*(AOb, A-1 ) since these are ambiguity functions
for the same object rotated by 90 degrees. The normalized orientation ambiguity function
is plotted in Figure 6 for several values of actual object eccentricity Aa. Narrow objects
have a more sharply peaked orientation ambiguity function, qualitatively confirming the
intuitive notion that the estimation of orientation is more reliable for eccentric as compared
to nearly circular objects.
This may be expressed more precisely by calculating the CRLB on the orientation estimate
error variance, which may be evaluated as the inverse of the second partial derivative of the
ambiguity function evaluated at 4 = Oa,
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2 N. . 3 (x-1 ))2 2 A)-/2 2U0S > ~q(A.) {- (A-' - Aa)h 2 -s 2d
+ (A' - Aa) [2 /2 h(Aa,) )3/2 cos(2,)dj }
No_
NRf0 (Aa) (31)d2 R3 g
T(Aa), the dependence of the error variance bound on object eccentricity, is plotted in
Figure 7. The bound is seen to be a rapidly decreasing function of eccentricity, which
is expected since it is easier to estimate the orientation of more eccentric objects. Thus,
the CRLB is a decreasing function of both SNR and object eccentricity; this suggests the
possibility of adapting the model complexity (number parameters or degrees of freedom) to
the measurement quality, which is explored in the following section.
Selecting the Modeled Object Complexity
Figure 7 confirms the intuitive notion that the estimate of the angular orientation of the
object improves as the object becomes increasingly elongated and with increasing SNR.
Conversely, for values of Aa approaching unity (object contours nearly circular) the bound
approaches infinity, that is, a very high SNR is required to estimate the orientation. How-
ever, in the case of a nearly circular object, orientation is a far less important parameter
than say object size, which could in this case be determined by using a simpler circular
object model. Here, we turn this intuitive notion into a precise decision rule for select-
ing, based on knowledge of the SNR d2 R3kg/No and an estimate of object eccentricity A,
between the following two hypotheses:
H0: the object is nearly circular (A - 1)
H1: the object has an elongated geometry (A > 1)
Various criteria may be used to develop a decision rule for these hypotheses, and our criterion
is based on the observation that if the available measurements do not provide a high quality
orientation estimate (i.e. the error variance is too large), it is more appropriate to assume
that the object is circular. In particular, suppose that an a priori limit K exists on the
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maximum acceptable value of orientation estimate error variance a2. The decision rule
we propose is to decide H1 if and only if the bound on the error variance of the orientation
estimate does not exceed Ic, that is, decide H1 if and only if:
No T(A) < (32)
d2R369 T)
T(A) < d2 NR3 g (33)
or, since T(A) is a monotonically decreasing function,
> T - 1'd2R - Amin(SNR, c) (34)
Thus, given a minimum acceptable orientation error variance rc and knowing the measure-
ment SNR, the rule in (34) may be employed to decide, based on the estimated eccentricity
A, whether to use an elliptical model (with a corresponding orientation estimate meeting the
accuracy specification ec) or, because sufficient orientation accuracy cannot be insured, to
use a simpler circularly symmetric model. An example of this decision rule will be presented
in Section VIII.
VI. ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS
The ambiguity function analysis we have described can also be used to study robustness of
the parameter estimates to various modeling errors. A complete treatment of this topic is
given in [10]. We limit ourselves here to a brief illustration which also allows us to draw
several important conclusions that lead directly to the algorithm described in the next
section. Specifically, we examine here the robustness of both size and orientation estimates
to errors in knowledge of object eccentricity.
Size estimation in the presence of eccentricity errors
In this subsection we examine the robustness of the estimate of object size to errors in
knowledge of object eccentricity. The size ambiguity function evaluated in the presence of
eccentricity mismatch (i.e. when the modeled and actual eccentricities differ) is a special
case of the three parameter ambiguity function in (17) when 0 = 0a = 0 (the rotation
transformation is not applied) and is given by
a(R, A, 0, Ra, Aa, 0) = -a* (R/Ra, A, Aa, 0) (35)
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where a* is given in (19). Specializing to the case of a Gaussian object yields
a* (R/Ra, AAa, O) =
(.) Aa+ (RA cos2+ + --) Asin2ab d+]
(a A 1( ) 3( q(A R) (36)
Notice that when A = Aa = 1 (circular object) (36) reduces to the size ambiguity function
plotted in Figure 4 and the peak occurs at RIRa = 1.
Figure 8 displays a* as a function of object size for five values of A when the actual object
has eccentricity Aa = 4. This figure indicates that when the eccentricity is not accurately
known a priori the peak of the size ambiguity function does not occur at R/R, = 1, i.e. the
estimate is biased. While this shift in the peak location with eccentricity modeling error is
not negligible, it should be noted that the extent of peak shift is relatively mild-the peak
shifts upward by less than 3% when the eccentricity is overmodeled by a factor of 4 and
shifts downward by about 7% when eccentricity is undermodeled by a factor of 4 (i.e. when
an object with eccentricity 4 is modeled as being circular).
This last case of a circular modeled object is interesting in its own right, since in practice
one may have no reason to believe a priori that the object is eccentric. Consequently, it
would be reasonable in such a situation to use a circular object model to determine object
size. Figure 9 is a plot of the normalized size ambiguity function in (36) for the case where
a circular (A = 1) modeled object is used to estimate the size of an actual object that is
either circular (Aa = 1) or eccentric with Aa =4, 9 or 16. Here, the ambiguity function peak
occurs at the true parameter value only when the eccentricity is correctly modeled (Aa = 1);
when the eccentricity is undermodeled (using a circular model when Aa =4, 9 and 16) the
peak location is shifted downward to RIRa values of 0.94, 0.84 and 0.75 respectively.
Consequently, estimating the size of an eccentric object by using a circular model results
in a biased estimate. It should be noted, however, that the amount of bias is relatively
modest-modeling an object with eccentricity Aa = 16 as being circular represents a very
significant modeling error, yet it results in a shift of only 25% in the position of the size
ambiguity function peak.
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In summary, the ambiguity function in (36), along with Figures 8 and 9 indicate that an
unbiased size estimate is not obtained when the actual object's eccentricity is unknown
and is modeled incorrectly. However, the magnitude of the bias in the size estimate is a
slowly increasing function of eccentricity, both indicating that useful initial estimates can be
obtained using a circular model and suggesting an iterative approach developed in the next
section in which a refinement in size estimate can be made after eccentricity is estimated.
Orientation estimation in the presence of eccentricity errors
In order to obtain a meaningful estimate of eccentricity it is necessary to have a good esti-
mate of orientation. Consequently, an important question concerns our ability to estimate
orientation when accurate knowledge of eccentricity is not yet available. In this subsection,
we consider the robustness of the orientation estimation problem to errors in the a priori
value of object eccentricity. In particular, we evaluate the orientation ambiguity function
when the actual and modeled eccentricities differ.
In the presence of eccentricity modeling errors, the orientation ambiguity function is a
special case of the three-parameter ambiguity function in (17) when R = Ra and is given
by
a(Ra, Am, ; Ra, Aa, a) = a* (1, A, Aa, AO>) (37)
where a* is given in (19). Specializing to the case of a Gaussian object yields
a*(1, A, Aa, AO) =
2_/_ 2 1 2 1 2(0 + AO)QA(X,) [-,/ a cos2 +Acos2(  A ) +- sin2  -sin) d]
q(A)
q(Aa)
(38)
Figure 10 displays a* as a function of Aq for several values of modeled object eccentricity
when the true object satsfies Aa = 4. Even with eccentricity modeling errors the orienta-
tion ambiguity function is symmetric with its peak situated at the true orientation value.
Consequently, if one were to hypothesize a value of A and estimate only the orientation b,
the resulting estimate would be unbiased. When a value of eccentricity is selected that is
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smaller than the true value, the ambiguity function has a broader peak than it does when
the true value is used, indicating that the orientation can not be estimated as accurately
as it can when the true eccentricity is known. When a value of eccentricity is used that is
larger than the true value, the ambiguity function has approximately the same degree of
sharpness but the peak value is smaller than it is when the true value is known.
This suggests that while the best estimation performance is obtained in the matched (ec-
centricity known) case, orientation estimation performance is relatively insensitive to errors
in the a priori eccentricity value. The orientation estimation problem, then, may be ap-
proached by using some nominal (but possibly incorrect) value of eccentricity, where, as
indicated by Figure 10, it is preferable to overestimate rather than underestimate the ec-
centricity.
In this section we have illustrated methods for analyzing the robustness of geometric param-
eter estimation to modeling errors. A more complete investigation of robustness is presented
in [10] corroborating what we have illustrated here, namely that geometric parameter es-
timation is quite robust to modeling errors. Moreover, the conclusions that can be drawn
from the results presented in this section and in [10] suggest a particular iterative algorithm
for the simultaneous estimation of several geometric parameters. This is the subject of the
following section.
VII. ITERATIVE ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The analysis presented in the preceding sections and in [10,11] yields, among others, the
following conclusions:
* Object location estimation is extremely robust to errors in modeled object shape,
e.g., to errors in assumed object eccentricity and size. In general, less degradation is
obtained if object size is overestimated rather than underestimated2 (see [10,11]).
* Object size estimation has a mild bias in the presence of eccentricity errors which
increases very slowly as the extent of this error increases.
* Orientation estimation remains unbiased in the presence of eccentricity errors, and
performance improves as eccentricity increases.
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* Of the three geometry attributes studied, eccentricity estimation is the most sensitive
to noise, orientation errors, etc.
* Estimation of all parameters are robust to errors in the choice of the circular profile.
These observations suggest the following iterative algorithm for the simultaneous estimation
of object location, size, orientation and eccentricity.
* Initially assume that the object is a large circular object, and estimate its location s.
This estimate will be unbiased.
* Given the estimated location, estimate object size still assuming that the object is
circular. This estimate may be mildly biased if the object is not circular.
* Given estimates of the object location and size, estimate object orientation assuming
a nominal value of eccentricity. This estimate will be unbiased.
* Given estimates of object location, size and orientation, estimate eccentricity.
e Update iteratively the estimates of location, size, orientation and eccentricity (in this
order) using the latest estimates of the remaining parameters.
A flow graph of this algorithm is given in Figure 11. In all of the experiments reported
here, the initial circular object size R? in the first step of the algorithm was taken to be 12
and the initial eccentricity A in the fourth step was set to 5.
Experimentation with this algorithm has demonstrated that it has excellent convergence
properties. Typically, estimates are obtained in a single iteration, and one or two further
iterations provide the small amount of fine tuning needed for final conversion. Figure 12
is representative of algorithm performance. In this example, the true object is the ellipse
shown with the solid line4. Measurements at a SNR 5 of 0 dB are used to produce the
estimates shown with dashed lines. Figure 12a shows the result after the very first step of
the iteration, i.e. object location estimation assuming that the object is a large circle. While
the location estimate is slightly in error, it is quite good. Note that the error is primarily in
the horizontal direction which is to be expected since the error in fitting a circle to the data
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has very little sensitivity to horizontal translations about the true object center. Figure 12b
shows the estimate after one full pass through the iteration, i.e. after R, b and A have been
estimated in succession but no re-estimation has been done. Despite the initial location
error, the fit is relatively good, with good estimates of b and A. These improved estimates
then allow extremely rapid fine tuning of the estimate during the second (Figure 12c) and
third (Figure 12d) iterations.
The remaining results described in this section provide a picture of the performance charac-
teristics for this problem. In Figure 13 we show the effect on the final estimation accuracy
of decreasing the SNR -from 0 dB in Figure 13a to -26.1 dB in Figure 13d. The behavior
seen here is typical of nonlinear estimation problems: as one decreases SNR, one sees a
gradual deterioration in performance (Figures 13a through 13c) until a threshold level is
reached. For SNR's below this level, there is a significant probability that highly anomalous
estimates will be made, as in Figure 13d. This provides us with a clear limit over which it
makes sense to estimate object shape parameters. Note that because we are only seeking
a very small number of degrees of freedom, we can achieve good performance at quite low
SNR's.
Figure 14 illustrates performance as a function of true object eccentricity (A = 9, 6, 3 and 1)
at a fixed SNR of 0 dB. As predicted by our analysis, the best performance is obtained for
highly eccentric objects. As eccentricity decreases toward unity, orientation and eccentricity
estimates degrade. Note, however, that the fit error, i.e. the difference between dashed and
solid objects, degrades only mildly. This is not surprising, as the sensitivity of the estimated
object boundary to orientation errors decreases as eccentricity approaches unity. Indeed in
Figure 14d, the orientation estimate is essentially irrelevant as the true object is a circle. If
we had used the decision rule (34) in this case, we would have decided that the estimated
eccentricity of 1.2 was negligibly close to unity and would have rejected the more complex
model in favor of fitting a circle. The result in this case is an estimate of object location
and size almost identical to the true values, removing essentially all of the remaining fit
error present in Figure 14d.
Although we have not discussed the analysis of this problem, it is possible to use this same
algorithm when one has available only limited amounts of data [10,15]. Figure 15 illustrates
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the effect of limited data on estimation accuracy. Figures 15a and 15b show estimation
performance for two cases in which the total number of line integral measurements are
roughly the same (495 in a, 500 in b), but they are distributed differently in t and 8.
Specifically in Figure 15a we use a greater number of viewing angles (45 vs. 20) and
fewer line integrals per view (11 vs. 25). Comparing these two figures we see that better
performance is achieved if greater angular diversity is used. This is further emphasized in
the remaining figures. In particular, Figure 15c uses the same number of viewing angles
as in Figure 15b, but less than half the measurements per view. There is only very slight
performance loss, indicating the low sensitivity to the number of measurements per view.
Finally, in Figure 15d, the angular diversity has been drastically reduced-only 5 views-
and as can be seen, at this point there is not enough angular information to obtain a
reasonable fit.
Finally, in Figures 16 and 17 we present some results indicating the level of robustness to
the presence of additional objects in the field of view. In each figure the larger object is an
ellipse of size R=15 and the smaller object is a circle of size R=10. Note that the circle is
not particularly small compared to the ellipse. In each figure we show results of noise-free
estimation of a single elliptical object when the true density field consists of the two objects,
with varying center-to-center separations. In Figure 16 the circular object is aligned with
the major ellipse axis at a distance that decreases from Figure 16a to 16d. For moderate
distances, estimation performance is affected in only a minor way. As the circle is moved
closer, however, the significant amount of circle Radon space energy, especially in the vertical
and near-vertical projections, causes the estimate to attempt to fit both objects at once.
This provides us with an indication of inter-object spacings that can be tolerated without
resorting to additional procedures (such as detecting the gap in the vertical projections
corresponding to line integrals between objects). Note that Figure 16 is in fact a worst-case
situation, as the circle is aligned with the ellipse's major axis. In Figure 17, the circle is
centered along a line that is at 450 to horizontal. In this case the fit to the ellipse is only
mildly affected even for very close spacings between the objects.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
The problem has been considered of estimating the size, eccentricity and orientation of
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an object within a cross-section of a 2D medium from noisy tomographic data, i.e. noisy
observations of the Radon transform. The object in the cross-section has been modeled
as the result of applying one or more of the linear coordinate transformations in (8-10)
to a circular reference object, with the coordinate transformations parameterized by three
variables corresponding to object size, eccentricity and orientation. ML estimation of these
parameters was investigated via evaluation of the ambiguity function and the CRLB on the
estimate error variance, and results were illustrated for the class of Gaussian objects. It was
demonstrated that for measurements available at all projection angles and at a given noise
level, (1) object size and orientation can be estimated more accurately than the degree of
object elongation and (2) reliable orientation estimation requires a minimum degree of object
elongation, and the required degree of elongation is inversely related to the measurement
SNR. This result was used to derive a simple decision rule for selecting the appropriate
complexity of the modeled object (circular versus elongated).
We have also presented some analysis of the robustness of the ML geometry estimation
procedure to modeling errors such as incorrect knowledge of object location and eccentricity.
Further results along these lines may be found in [10]. Generally, geometry parameter
estimation has been found to be quite robust to a variety of modeling errors. Based on
this analysis, we have developed an iterative algorithm for geometry estimation and have
demonstrated its efficiency. We have also presented results illustrating the performance
characteristics for this problem. These results both indicate the inherent robustness of
this problem and also provide clear indications of the range of situations in which such a
procedure is effective.
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APPENDIX 1-Radon-space Energy of an Eccentric Object
The Radon-space energy C(d, R, A) in (11), which is independent of the object orientation
parameter b, is given by
(d, R, A) = d 2f f' g2 (t,; R,A, ) dt d (39)
By the definition of the back-projection operator defined in (5), this may be written as
C(d, R, A) = d2 [B(g * g)] (x) Ix=o (40)
where * denotes ID convolution in the t variable. Noting that g is the Radon transform of
f as defined in (1),
((d,R,A) = d2 [B(Rf*Rf)](x) x=o
= d2 / **/ *** (- ) ]x=0 (41)
where * * denotes 2D convolution, and the last line follows from repeated application of the
equality [5,11]
[B(Rf * v)] (x) = [f * * By] (x) (42)
That is, CBP of [Rf](t, 0) with convolving kernel v(t, 6) may be written as the 2D convo-
lution of f(x) with the back-projection of v(t, 0).
Denoting the 2D inverse Fourier transform as Fj- 1 { }, (41) may be written as
((dRAr) = d2 [F' {FA(P),) 1 )] (x) Jx=jo= d2f 1 / Fp2(p, t)dpdi
rar 'oo
= d2R4 J f Sp (R ph(A, )) dp d (43)
The last line follows because f(x) is the result of applying the scaling and stretching trans-
formations in (8-10) to the circular object s(x), and from Table II and h(A, 4') defined in
(13),
Fp(p, b) = R2 Sp (Rp h(A, 0b)) (44)
Note that from (43) the Radon space energy Cs of the reference object sp(p) is
= (1 1 , 1) Sp2(p) dp do = r Sp2(p) dp (45)
-oo -oo
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Now by a change of variable, (43) may be written as
f(d,R,A) = d2R3 {h(A, ))}l - d?/ J Sp2(p) dp = d2R 3q(A)C8 (46)
where q(A) is defined in (12).
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APPENDIX 2 -Geometry Parameter Ambiguity Function
To simplify the notation, let the subscripts a and m correspond to the actual object (char-
acterized by Ra, Aa, Oa) and modeled object (characterized by R,A, b), respectively. The
ambiguity function in (16) may then be expressed as
2d2 rg 0o d2 y 0
a(R, A, ; Ra, Aa, ) = o 0 a(t, )gm(t, ) dt dO - g2(t, 8) dt dO (47)N o j-No Jo J-oo
The first term may be interpreted as a convolution back-projection operation (equation (5))
evaluated at the origin, and the second term may be rewritten using (11),
aRAqR2d2,a_ d2
a(R, A,b; Ra;, aa) = 2-- B [ga *g m ] ( x ) Ix=O RS (X)ASN, N,
= 2N B [Rfa * RfmJ (x) Ix=o - N [q -a) Ra (48)
where R and B denote the Radon transformation and back-projection operators in (1) and
(5), * denotes 1D convolution with respect to the t variable, and the actual object energy
Ca is given in (18). Using the equality in (42), denoting the 2D inverse Fourier transform by
F2 1 {.}, and letting Fa(p, 4') and Fm(p, 4) denote the 2D Fourier transform of the actual
and modeled objects in polar coordinates,
a(R, A, ; Ra, Aa, *a)
N, Ir N,, q(Aa) Ra2d= * * fr, * * I-' 'l (x) Ix= o -) lq(aR 
2Nd F1 {Fa(P, )Fr(P)p }] (x) Ix-o 
_N. q(Aa_) 3R.
N= Jo 10o f- Fa(p, r)Fm(p, )dpd N- [q(A) Ra (49)
The actual and modeled objects are obtained from the circular object s(x) (or sp(r) in polar
coordinates) with 2D Fourier transform S(w) (or Sp(p) in polar coordinates) by application
of the coordinate transformations in (8-10). Using the Fourier transform relationships in
Table II,
a(R,A, q; Ra, Aa, a)
2d 2 20
= | RaSp (p Ra h(Aa, ' + pa)) R 2 Sp (p Rh(A, ' + q)) dpdo
No =(Aa) VoRa o 2
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_Noi 2 (R\2] f/ 0 (pR
N [q(Aa)2s \Ra ) 1 1-00 S (p h(a, 0)) Sp R h(A, / + 0 - a) dpdo
Noa [q(a) Ra) | (R )
where the last line follows by a change of variable.
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APPENDIX 3-Size Estimate Cramer-Rao Bound
Consider an arbitrary (not necessarily Gaussian) circular object sp,(r) with Hankel transform
Sp(p). The size estimation ambiguity function is the special case of (17)-(19) where A =
Aa = 1 and AO = 0,
2 (a R 3
a(RRa) SR S k N0- (51)
Let the first two partial derivatives of Sp(p) with respect to p be denoted by Sp(p) and
Sp'(p). The second partial derivative of a(R, Ra) in (51) is given by
82 a(R, Ra)
aR 2
T. (R)X R) S(p)Sp ( Rs ) 6RJ R )C ( fR p
+ r S(p)S R dp _ 6R (52)
The CRLB on the size estimate error variance may then be written in terms of the size log
likelihood function as: { 82L(R)
R _ [ aR2
[{ aR2 R=Ra} 2d2 Ra(3 - ) (53)
where the expected value of L(R) has been replaced by a(R, Ra) I(R=Ra) which follows from
(15) and (16), and where
2i~r o Sp(p) [2Sp(p) + 4pSp(p) + p2SP(p)] dp (54)
For the special case of the Gaussian object in (20), S in (54) equals (r/2) 2' 5, C, = g in (22)
and the CRLB becomes
R > (2)2.5 22d2R] (55)
or after normalizing, ( )> 11 >N (56)
- 11 Ca
where Ca - d2 R3 Cg is the actual object Radon transform energy in (18).
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FOOTNOTES
1 Because the circularly-symmetric reference object 8(x) has circular contours {x: s(x) =
constant), it is hereafter referred to as circular.
2 This is intuitively clear since a small object can be centered at many locations and still
be completely contained within a larger version of the object.
s See [10,11] for a detailed discussion of ML estimation of object location.
4 In all of the results described in this section, the circular reference function is an indicator
function on a unit-radius disk.
6 All experimental results in the section involve a discrete rather than continuous set of mea-
surements. Consequently a discrete definition of SNR is used, namely SNR = 20 log(ED/o 2),
where o2 is the variance of each measurement and the signal energy is eD = 9g 2 (t,, 8i)
where the sum is over all measurements (t,, A,).
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Table I - Coordinate Transformations in the Spatial
Domain
Cartesian Polar
Coordinates Coordinates
Original
Function 8(Z1, X2) sp(r, P)
Size Transformation
Al in (8) 8(zX/R, z 2/R) sp(r/R, op)
Eccentricity
Transformation* s(Xl/VrX, VA 2 ) sp (r h-(A, so), tan-1(A tan s))
A2 in (9)
Orientation
Transformation S(X1 COs B + z2 sin 4, -x2 sin 4 + -2 cos 4) sp(r, s - 4)
As in (10)
Table II - Coordinate Transformations in the Frequency
Domain
Cartesian Polar
Coordinates Coordinates
Original
Function S(wI, w2) Sp(p, 4)
Size Transformation
Al in (8) R 2S(Rwl, Rw2) R 2Sp(Rp,t b)
Eccentricity
Transformation* S (vX lwW2/r) Sp (ph(A,'), tan'l (tan4))
A2 in (9)
Orientation
Transformation S(wl cos 4' + w2 sin 4, -wl sin 4 + w2 cos 4b) SP (p, -4)
A3 in (10)
* h(A, ) (A cos2 p + A-1 sin2 ) )i 2
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Figure Captions
Figure 1. Projection at angle 0.
Figure 2. Measurement ray geometry.
Figure 3. Radon transform energy dependence on eccentricity A.
Figure 4. Normalized size ambiguity functions for Gaussian and disk ob-
jects.
Figure 5. Normalized eccentricity ambiguity function; Aa = 4.
Figure 6. Normalized orientation ambiguity function for a Gaussian object
for several values of eccentricity.
Figure 7. Normalized orientation Cramer-Rao bound.
Figure 8. Normalized size ambiguity function in the presence of eccentricity
modeling errors; Aa = 4.
Figure 9. Normalized size ambiguity function when the modeled object is
circular (A = 1) but the actual object has eccentricity Aa = 1, 4, 9 and 16.
Figure 10. Normalzied orientation ambiguity function in the presence of
eccentricity modeling errors; Aa = 4.
Figure 11. Flow graph for the iterative single object estimation algorithm.
Figure 12. Results from intermediate steps of the estimation of an elliptical
object with SNR = 0 dB. The solid lines represent the actual object (c=(0,O),
R=10, A=9, -=0°), and dashed lines correspond to the iterative estimates
of the object geometry:
(a) estimate after localization step: e=(-2.52,0.42), k=12, A=I, 0=0.0°
(b) after one complete iteration: e=(-2.52,0.42), R=7.8, A=10.7,4=0.00
(c) after two iterations: c=(1.26,0.0), R=10.0, A=8.6, =-0.0 °
(d) third and final estimate: e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.0, A=9.3, ~=0.0O
Figure 13. Estimation of an elliptical object at four SNRs. The solid lines
represent the actual object (c=(0,0), R=10, A=9, 0=0°), the dashed lines
correspond to the final estimated object geometry at four SNRs:
(a) SNR = 0 dB, e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.0, A=9.3, 0=0.0°
(b) SNR = -8.7 dB, e=(0.84,0.0), R=10.0, A=9.3, ~=0.0 °
(c) SNR = -17.4 dB, e=(1.26,0.0), R=10.2, A=8.2, :=-1.8 °
(d) SNR = -26.1 dB, e=(-0.84,-0.84), R=10.4, A=11.4,b=-18.0 °
Figure 14. Final estimation results at 0 dB for elliptical objects having
eccentricities Aa = 9, 6, 3 and 1. The dashed lines correspond to the final
estimated object geometry:
(a) Aa = 9: e=(o.o,o.O), R=10.0, A=9.3, ~=0.0°
(b) A. = 6: e=(0.42,-0.84), R=9.8, A=6.5, b=-1.8 °
(c) A. = 3: e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.0, A=2.4, b=1.8 °
(d) A. = 1: e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.4, A=1.2, :=-57.60
Figure 15. Estimation results for an elliptical object with a limited amount
of 0 dB measurement data. The dashed lines correspond to the final esti-
mated object geometry:
(a) 45 views, 11 rays/view, e=(0.0,0.0), R=9.8, A=8.8, ~=0.0 °
(b) 20 views, 25 rays/view, e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.2, A=9.2, :=-1.8°
(c) 20 views, 11 rays/view, e=(0.0,0.0), R=9.6, i=8.4, ~=1.8 °
(d) 5 views, 11 rays/view, e=(-2.10.-0.42), R=8.6, A=2.2, ~=-18.0°
Figure 16. Estimation of an elliptical object in the presence of an unmod-
eled circular object, no noise. The solid lines represent the actual elliptical
object (c=(-20,0), R=15, A=4, 0=0°) and the actual circular object of size
R=10, the dashed lines correspond to the final estimates of the object ge-
ometry:
(a) circular object at c=(40,0): e=(-19.3,0.0), R=15.4, i=4.0, b=0.0 °
(b) circular object at c=(35,0): e=(-19.3,0.0), R=15.6, i=4.0, =0.0O
(c) circular object at c=(30,0): e=(-4.2,0.0), R=17.8, i=7.8, =:0.0°
(d) circular object at c=(25,0): c=(-6.3,0.0), R=17.8, A=7.0, =:0.0 °
Figure 17. Estimation of an elliptical object in the presence of an unmod-
eled circular object centered along a ray : = 2r/4, no noise. The solid lines
represent the actual elliptical object (c=(-20,0), R=15, A=4, 0=0 °) and the
actual circular object of size R=10, the dashed lines correspond to the final
estimates of the object geometry:
(a) circular object at c=(15,35): e=(-19.7,0.0), R=15.6, A=3.8, 4=0.0°
(b) circular object at c=(10,30): c=(-19.7,0.0), R=16.0, A=3.6, =:0.0 °
(c) circular object at c=(5,25): c=(-18.1,0.42), R-=16.4, A=4.0, 4=1.8°
(d) circular object at c=(0,20): c=(-18.5,0.8), R=16.4, A=3.6, ~=0.0 °
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Figure 1. Projection at angle P.
X 2
\ (t,e)
Figure 2. Measurement ray geometry.
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Figure 3. Radon transform energy dependence on eccentricity A.
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Figure 4. Normalized size ambiguity functions for Gaussian and disk ob-
jects.
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Figure 5. Normalized eccentricity ambiguity function; A. = 4.
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Figure 6. Normalized orientation ambiguity function for a Gaussian object
for several values of eccentricity.
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Figure 7. Normalized orientation Cramer-Rao bound.
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Figure 8. Normalized size ambiguity function in the presence of eccentricity
modeling errors; Aa = 4.
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Figure 9. Normalized size ambiguity function when the modeled object is
circular (A = 1) but the actual object has eccentricity Aa = 1, 4, 9 and 16.
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Figure 10. Normalized orientation ambiguity function in the presence of
eccentricity modeling errors; )4 = 4.
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Figure 11. Flow graph for the iterative single object estimation algorithm.
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Figure 12. Results from intermediate steps of the estimation of an elliptical
object with SNR = 0 dB. The solid lines represent the actual object (c=(O,O),
R=10, A=9, 0=0), and dashed lines correspond to the iterative estimates
of the object geometry:
(a) estimate after localization step: e=(-2.52,0.42), k=12, 1i=1, $=0.0 °
(b) after one complete iteration: C=(-2.52,0.42), R=7.8, A=10.7,S=0.0 °
(c) after two iterations: c=(1.26,0.0), R=10.0, A=8.6, ~=0.0°
(d) third and final estimate: :=(0.0,0.0), R=10.0, A=9.3, ~=0.0O
a: [ b
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Figure 13. Estimation of an elliptical object at four SNRs. The solid lines
represent the actual object (c=(O,O), R=10, A=9, 4=0°), the dashed lines
correspond to the final estimated object geometry at four SNRs:
(a) SNR = 0 dB, e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.0, A=9.3, q=0.0°
(b) SNR = -8.7 dB, e=(0.84,0.0), R=10.0, A=9.3, 4=0.0°
(c) SNR = -17.4 dB, e=(1.26,0.0), R=10.2, A=8.2, q=-1.8°
(d) SNR = -26.1 dB, e=(-0.84,-0.84), R=10.4, A=11.4,~=-18.0 °
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Figure 14. Final estimation results at 0 dB for elliptical objects having
eccentricities Aa = 9, 6, 3 and 1. The dashed lines correspond to the final
estimated object geometry:
(a) Aa = 9: e=(0.0,0.0), k=10.0, A=9.3, q=0.0o
(b) X, = 6: e=(0.42,-0.84), k=9.8, A=6.5, $=-1.8o
(c) A, = 3: e=(O.o,o.o), o=10.0, A=2.4, :=1.8o
(d) AX = 1: e=(0.o,o.0), k=10.4, A=1.2, 05=-57.6°
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Figure 15. Estimation results for an elliptical object with a limited amount
of 0 dB measurement data. The dashed lines correspond to the final esti-
mated object geometry:
(a) 45 views, 11 rays/view, e=(0.0,0.0), R=9.8, A=8.8, 0=0.0°
(b) 20 views, 25 rays/view, e=(0.0,0.0), R=10.2, A=9.2, 4=-1.8°
(c) 20 views, 11 rays/view, e=(0.0,0.0), R=9.6, A=8.4, .=1.8°
(d) 5 views, 11 rays/view, c=(-2.10.-0.42), !R=8.6, A=2.2, 0=-18.0 °
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Figure 16. Estimation of an elliptical object in the presence of an unmod-
eled circular object, no noise. The solid lines represent the actual elliptical
object (c=(-20,0), R=15, A=4, k=00 ) and the actual circular object of size
R=10, the dashed lines correspond to the final estimates of the object ge-
ometry:
(a) circular object at c=(40,0): =-(-19.3,0.0), i?=15.4, A=4.0, -=0.0O
(b) circular object at c=(35,0): e=(-19.3,0.0), R=15.6, A=4.0, -=0.0
(c) circular object at c=(30,0): e=(-4.2,0.0), R=17.8, A=7.8, -=0.0
(d) circular object at c=(25,0): -=(-6.3,0.0), R=17.8, A=7.0, -=0.0
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Figure 17. Estimation of an elliptical object in the presence of an unmod-
eled circular object centered along a ray q = ?r/4, no noise. The solid lines
represent the actual elliptical object (c=(-20,0), R=15, A=4, 0=0°) and the
actual circular object of size R=10, the dashed lines correspond to the final
estimates of the object geometry:
(a) circular object at c=(15,35): e=(-19.7,0.0), R=15.6, A=3.8, =O0.0 °
(b) circular object at c=(10,30): e=(-19.7,0.0), R-=16.0, A=3.6, -=0.0
(c) circular object at c=(5,25): e=(-18.1,0.42), R=16.4, A=4.0, S=1.8 °
(d) circular object at c=(0,20): :=(-18.5,0.8), R=16.4, A=3.6, ~=0.0O
